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StruO.ural Design Of The Supercondr :ring Poloidal Field Coils For
The Tokamak PhysL.s Experiment

Thomas G. O'Connor,Jon P. Zbasnik
Lawrence LivermoreNationalLaboratory, Livermore, CA, USA

Abstract -- The Tokamak Physics Experiment consists of cable-in-conduit conductor wrapped with a glass
concept design uses superconducting coils madefrom cable-in- pack wrap insulation and separated by a polyimide sheet.
conduit conductor to accomplish both magnetic confinement The entire winding pack is wrapped with ground plane
and plasma initiation. The Poloidal Field (PF) magnet system insulation.

. Is divided Into two subsystems, the central solenoid and the

' outer ring coils, the latter Is focus of this paper. The eddy In order to simplify the analysis of the PF coils,current heating from the pulsed operation Is excessive for a
case type construction; therefore, a "no ease" design has been the complex winding pack structure is approximated as an
chosen. This "no case" design uses the conductor conduit as orthotropic material or "smeared" mechanical properties.
the primary structure and the electrical Insulation The "smeared" mechanical properties were caiculatedfrom
(fiberglass/epoxy wrap) as a structural adhesive. The model a Finite element model of the conduit and insulation [3]. In
integrates electromagnetic analysis and structural analysis this model the local insulation is included around the exact
into the finite element code ANSYS to solve the problem. PF geometry of the conduit. The conductor itself adds little
coil design is assessed by considering a variety of coil current stiffness to the winding pack and is not included in the
wave forms, corresponding to various operating modes and model.
conditions. The structural analysIs shows that the outer ring

coils are within the requirements of the fatigue life and fatigue The finite element method was chosen for this
crack growth requirements. The forces produced by the
Toroidal Field coils on the PF coils have little effect on the analysis because the availability of commercial computer
maximum stresses In the PF coils. In addition In an effort to codes for simulation of magnetics, thermal, and stress
reduce the cost of the coils a new elongated PF coil design was problems. The analysis was carried out with ANSYS [4], a
proposed which changes the aspect ratio of the outer ring coils finite element analysis code.
to reduce the number of turns in the coils. The compressive
stress in the outer ring coils is Increasedwhile the tensile stress
isdecreased. IIMODELDEVELOPMENT

The outer ring coils are symmetrical top and
I. INTRODUCTION bottom and are designated PF5-U, PFS-L, PF6-U, PF6-L,

PF7-U, and PF7-L where U is for upper and L is for lower.
The PF magnet system (see Fig. 1) for the Due to symmetry of the double null operation only the

Tokamak Physics Experiment (TPX) is described in more upper coils are analyzed and the upper and lower
detail in [1]. The structural analysis of the outer ring coils designation is dropped. The single null operation has lower
includes analysis of the support structure as well as the coil currents and is not a critical case structurally. The coil
winding pack structure. A similar analysis was done of the modules are wrapped in a nominal 1/4 inch thick ground
Central Solenoid and is presented in [2]. The winding pack wrap insulation (fiberglass/epoxy and polyimide material).

IF COIL CASE
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Fig. 1 Poioidal and Toroidal Field magnet as_mbly Fig. 2 Detail of the outer ring coil support structure



After potting, the winding packs are clamped to the frame Table I
of the Toroidal Field (TF) structure. A split steel collar Poloidal Field coil geometry for the base line design [5]
surrounds the coil at the support locations to better
distribute the in-plane and out-of-plane bending, see Fig. 2. PF _ Base line design........

Coil II rc (m) zc (m) dr (m) dz (m), ,, ','I"

The analysis was done in two steps, first the 5 upper 1.233 2.200 0.239 0.239
magnetic and then the structural. The 3-D magnetic model 6 upper 3.783 2.126 0.239 0.239
includes all of the PF and 'IF coils as well as the plasma, no 7 upl_.r 4.244 1.091 0.167 O.191
symmetry was used. The model was used to solve for the
Lorentz forces at 5 time steps: Prebias, Start of Flattop
"SOF," Start of Burn "SOB," End of Bum "EOB," and End
of Flattop "EOF," corresponding to the peak currents
during one machine cycle. The Lorentz forces in the PF s_ s,ee_co_,
coils were calculated for three cases; 1) the PF coils and the
plasma only, 2) the TF coils alone, and 3) the combination
of case 1 and 2. To reduce the overall calculation time the

Lorentz forces were only calculated in 1/16th of PF5, 6 and
7, the spacing between the TF coils. P_6

The 3-D structural model developed to analyze the
outer ring coils is shown if Fig 3. Cyclic symmetry is used
at each symmetry interface by coupling the nodal
displacement degree of freedom at each interface. The
winding pack is represented with directional orthotropic
material properties calculated in [31. The split steel collar
was included to distribute the reaction load and was
modeled as two 9.5 mm thick collars around the coil (_e
Fig. 4). The model was constrained vertically along the
bottom surface of the steel collar and radially at the outer
radius of the steel collar. The model is used to estimate the Fig. 4. 3-Dmeshof PF6showing die split steelcollar

stresses in the conduit, insulation, and support structure
during cool-down and throughout the normal operation of
the PF coils. III RESULTS

The outer ring coils are loaded through three The Lorentz forces were calculated for 5 time
mechanisms, thermally - during cool down, mechanically - steps corresponding to one machine cycle. A plot of the
through rigid fixing of the outer ring coils to the TF coils, total vertical force as a function of time in each coil is
and magnetically - through Lorentz body forces. The PF shown in Fig. 6. The forces shown are a function of their
coils are cooled from room temperature to 4 K, a change of own self field and the neighboring PF coils. The net
289 K, and then remain at 4 K for months at a time. The vertical force due to TF coils on the outer ring coils is zero.

cool-down stresses presented do not include the effects of Fig, 7 shows a comparison of the maximum Tresca stress
the split steel collar cool-down or the connection to the TF with and without the effect of the TF coils. The magnetic
coils. The PF coil geometry, listed in Table I, and coil field generated in the outer ring coils from the TF coils has
currents, shown in Fig. 5, are inputs into the magnetic little effect or the maximum Tresca stress and therefore
model corresponding the base line design per the little effect on the fatigue life of the coils. The increase in
Conceptual Design Review. Tresca stress in PF7 and the decrease in PF5 and 6 is a

function of the location in the coil and the coil current. The
radial Lorentz burst force in the coils results in a hoop
tension in the conduit. The maximum conduit hoop stress
is shown in Fig. 8.

Due to the availability of "smeared" material data

PFS PF6 the conduit was assumed to made of Incoloy 908 even '
though PF 6 and 7 were suppose to be 316LN stainless
steel. However, this should have little impact on the
conclusions made in the paper.

The maximum Tresca stress in the outer ring coils
is 260 MPa which is well below the static stress allowable

Fig.3 3-Dmeshof PF5, 6, and7 (baseline design) for lncoloy (tallow=800 MPa [6]). The PF coils are pulsed
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Fig. 5. Currents in die outer ring coils (base line design) [5] Fig. 8. Max. hoop conduit stress in die outer ring coils (base line design)

and are therefore subject to fatigue life and fatigue crack
growth requirements. Over the life of the tokamak the PF

4.0 , l I '1 magnet system is required to cycle through 30,000 machine
3.o Preblas SOB EOF cycles and 300 cool-down/warm-up cycles 7. The 300

Cooldown _¢)_ E_B

2.o ,. thermal cycles from room temperature to 4 K result in a
_,. generally small stress excursion which does little to affect

1.o .. _r-----_ _' the overall fatigue life. The maximum alternating Tresca

o.o " _...............it'" ' ' stress of 250 MPa taken from Figure 7 is well below the'../ base metal allowable of 720 MPa and the weld metal

/
o---o PFs _ allowable of 680 MPa [8].1.0 ., t3........o PF5

-2.0 O--o PF7 / Fatigue crack growth is controlled primarily by the
i maximum principle stresses. The hoop stress is in tension

-3.0 '_ / and is the main concern for fatigue crack growth. In Fig. 8
.4.0 _........... the hoop stress for each coil is plotted throughout one

..................................t machine cycle including a cool-down cycle. Using the
.s.o requirements in TPX Structural and Cryogenic Design

"e'°.o o.o 5.0 lo.o 1_.o 20.0 25.0 Criteria Document [9] where the maximum permissible
(_) initial flaw size shall be governed by, as a minimum, two

times the growth life experimentally determined based on
Fig.6 Totalverticalforceintheouterringcoils_ linedesign) component tests, or four times the growth life determinexl

" based on material tests. An initial flaw size of 5% of the
thickness of the conduit (2.41ram) can be detected using an
ultrasonic non-destructive test [10]. This initial crack size

p,_= is quite small and may be pushing the limits of non-
aoo.0 _ e destructive testing, however, data was not available for

I crack sizes greater than 5% of the conduit wall thickness.
(3----OPr-sPf _
........m_r,_ The maximum stress range is 250 MPa in PF 5. Using the
t_-_,_ 5% flaw size and the fatigue crack growth curves presented

_.. --- PFeTF&PF
0----¢_:._ by R. Hoard et al. [11] for base metals a fatigue crack

i 200.0 --- m:TrF&_
' _ growth life of lxl06 can be determined. This easily

| satisfies the requirement that the fatigue crack growth life

, _,_! be four times the required life. The small deviations in the

' = loo.o stress range experienced during cool-down and throughout
one machine cycle have little affect on the overall life" of
the machine for the present load case. Under the present
load conditions the fatigue crack growth stress range

0.o • • allowable is 400 to 425 MPa.
-5.0 0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0

r_(_) The elongated PF coil design [12] changes the

Fig. 7 Max. Tresca conduit stress in the outer ring coils (base line design) aspect ratio of the outer ring coils cross-section and will be



TableV
referred to as Case-O throughout the rest of this paper. The Comparisonof Trescastressbetween file base line
Case-0 coil geometry is listed in Table II and the 3-D mesh design ant the.elongated design
is shown in Fig. 9. A comparison of current (I), magnetic
field (Bmax), and total vertical force (Fver) between the PF '_ TrescaStress (MPa)

C,_l II Base line desi_n _n
base line design and Case-0 is listed in Table III. The _- _ :: 5 v I/ 89 ..... 121
maximum magnet field and vertical force is lower in Case- 6 1/''132 109
0. A comparison of the radial stress (Sr), hoop stress (So), _ 7 II 72 _ 81
and vertical stress (Sz) between the base line design and
Case-0 is listed in Table IV. The maximum tensile stress in

Case-0 is lower than base line design which would improve IV CONCLUSIONS .
the fatigue crack growth life. The maximum Tresca stress
(see Table V) increased for Case-0 in PF5 and 7 which - The outer ring coils meet file fatigue life and fatigue
would reduce the fatigue life of these coils, however there crack growth requirement for both the ba_ line design and
is enough margin in the coils that the reduction in fatigue the elongated coil design.
life will not be a problem.

- There increase in stress for elongated coil design is

• within the requirements for fatigue life and fatigue crack
growth, therefore, structural integrity in not a limiting
factor.

- The Lorentz forces resulting from the magnetic field

from the TF coil does not affect the maximum Tresca stress

in the outer ring coils
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Coil ,_ rc (m) ] zc (m) dr (m) I dz (m)
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Coil 1 ] BmaxI Fret l | BmaxI Fver 14] ANSYS Revi_on 5.0, Swanson Analysis System, Inc.,

(MAmp-I (T) I (MN)I (MAmp-| (I") [ (MN) Houston, PA
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